MARLEY’S NEW LOOK
INSPECTION ELBOWS AND TEES

DESIGNED TO BE BETTER
› EASIER INSTALL

› LONG TERM DURABILITY

› FRESH MODERN LOOK

INSTALLER BENEFITS
In consultation with contractors, Marley has taken the opportunity to enhance our range of Inspection tees and elbows.
The new design has a fresh building services look and feel, will improve on the time taken to install electrical wiring
systems, and will still achieve long term mechanical durability.

EASE OF INSTALLATION

LONG TERM MECHANICAL DURABILITY

›

Significantly improved internal access with greater
surface opening

›

Smooth internal surface design for ease of hauling
(no snags, chamfers or lips)

›

Base stabilisers prevent rocking when fixing against wall

›

Tongue & groove “friction fit” lid system for ease of
fitting and removal
–
–
–

Friction fit lid to body
Captive screws secured to lid
Finger “lift” location for ease of removal

INNOVATIVE DESIGN FOR FUNCTIONALITY
›

New Zealand Patent Application No. 758130

›

New Zealand Design Application No. 426656

›

Heavy Duty mechanical durability

›

UV (T) stabilised for above ground applications

›

Independently certified to meet AS/NZS 61386

›

Strong “one-piece” socket design that fully supports
the spigot joint

›

IP52 protection for above ground use (rated for
screwed lid without solvent cement or O-rings)

›

Corrosion resistant stainless steel fasteners

MODERN LOOK & FEEL
›

Industrial design (metal fabrication look) for a
professional finish

›

Blends in with existing building services commonly
used with interior fit outs

›

Colour matched to ARMA® rigid conduit

PRODUCT DETAILS
SIZE
(mm)

PACK

REC. TRADE PRICE
($/unit)

CODE

CODE

INSPECTION ELBOW 90º
20

20*

5.53

13.20G

13.20O

25

*

20

5.94

13.25G

13.25O

32

*

10

8.41

13.32G

13.32O

INSPECTION TEES
20

20*

6.92

14.20G

14.20O

25

10*

7.65

14.25G

14.25O

32

10

9.29

14.32G

14.32O

*

*Below Ground Pack Size = 5 units
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NEW INSPECTION TEES (DN 20,25,32mm)
EASE OF INSTALLATION
›

Increased internal access with greater surface opening

›

Smooth internal surface with no lips makes hauling
cables easier

›

Optimised lid fitment
–
–
–
–

Finger lift location for ease of removal
Tongue & groove system with “friction fit”
when securing to body
Captive screws secured to lid (25 & 32mm only)
Less screws required (2 instead of 3)

Finger lift location

SNAG

Captive screws

Tongue & groove
“friction fit”

ANTI-SNAG

NEW INSPECTION ELBOWS (DN 20,25,32mm)
EASE OF INSTALLATION
›

Increased internal access with greater surface opening

›

Smooth internal surface with no lips makes hauling
cables easier

›

Base stabilisers prevent rocking when fixing against wall

›

Optimised lid fitment
–
–
–

Finger lift location for ease of removal
Tongue & groove system with “friction fit”
when securing to body
Captive screws secured to lid (25 & 32mm only)

Captive screws
Anti
rock feet

Finger lift location

SNAG

ANTI-SNAG

Tongue & groove
“friction fit”

Sustainable Manufacturing
Marley is committed to creating environmentally sustainable processes and products and was the first
plastics manufacturer in New Zealand to achieve ISO14001 registration. We are also Best Environmental
Practice certified for our entire range of manufactured uPVC systems. This means we get our raw materials
from sustainable and responsible sources, continuously work on our manufacturing processes to reduce
our environmental footprint and accept our products back at the end of their useful life for recycling.

DISCLAIMER
This sales brochure has been compiled by Marley New Zealand Limited (“The Company”) and is supplied subject to acknowledgment of the following conditions:
The sales brochure is protected by Copyright and may not be copied or reproduced in any form or by any means in whole or in part without prior consent in writing by the Company. Prices are subject
to change, product specifications, usage data and advisory information may also change from time to time with advances in research and field experience. The Company reserves the right to make such
changes to price or product information at any time without notice. Correct usage of the Company’s products involve engineering judgements which cannot be properly made without full knowledge of all
the conditions pertaining to each specific installation. The Company expressly disclaims all and any liability to any person whether supplied with this publication or not in respect of anything and of the
consequences of anything done or omitted to be done by any such person in reliance whether whole or partial upon the whole or any part of the contents of this publication. No offer to trade, nor any
conditions of trading, are expressed or implied by the issue or content of this manual. Nothing herein shall override the Company’s Conditions of Sale, which may be obtained from the Registered Office
or any Sales Office of the Company. This price book is and shall remain the property of the Company, and shall be surrendered on demand to the Company.
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